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In today’s healthcare ecosystem, scalability, ease of use, and elec-
tronic health records (EHR) integration are fundamental requirements. 
They are the foundation for technology that physicians love and that 
C-Suites can get behind. Unfortunately, early vision screening devices 
have been non-integrated and challenging to deploy and operate.

This has left healthcare providers with an impossible choice between 
letting their pediatric populations go unscreened or purchasing ex-
pensive, antiquated, non-integrated hardware that adds yet another 
manual process to their clinical workflow.

Children’s Primary Care Medical Group, the primary care wing of Rady 
Children’s Hospital, was facing this very dilemma until they found Go-
Check Kids.

Why GoCheck Kids?
We chose GoCheck Kids due to its sleek design and potential for Epic inte-

gration. Integration is very important to us because it allows us to streamline 

operations and make our processes more efficient.

We asked Dr. Michael Jacobsen, 

Chief Medical Information Officer; 

Alison Ryan, Operations Manager; 

and Rich White, Senior System 

Application Analyst about why 

GoCheck Kids made it feasible to 

deploy AAP-recommended, best 

practice vision screening at Rady.



How much IT bandwidth did implementation take?
We spent approximately 60 hours of dedicated resource time over a 2 week period, 

across ambulatory and interface applications, to bring the interface live. Ongoing 

maintenance takes 2 hours per month.

How was your experience working with GoCheck Kids  
on integration?
The GoCheck Kids IT team is excellent. I primarily worked with their Vice President 

of Engineering who was obviously a subject matter expert and architect for the 

GoCheck Kids system.

Manual Workflow: Vision Screening without Epic Integration
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Conclusion

Smooth operations and 

process efficiency are vital 

for our pediatric practices 

to function effectively. EHR 

integration is a huge part 

of that. GoCheck Kids’ Epic 

integration has saved our 

clinics significant time, so now 

they don’t need to choose 

between optimal workflow 

and following clinical best 

practices.

Dr. Michael Jacobsen

Chief Medical Informatics Officer

CPCMG at Rady Children’s

Get started by calling 866-633-9243.
To learn more about how GoCheck Kids is transforming pediatric vision screening, visit gocheckkids.com/workflow.
To learn more about how Rady Children’s is innovating in pediatric care, visit rchsd.org.

Integrate GoCheck Kids 

into your health system to 

arm your pediatricians with 

vision-saving technology that 

doesn’t add unnecessary 

administrative burden.
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*Studies on file..

Automated Workflow:  
GoCheck Kids Vision Screening After Epic Integration
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